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Base Price

$579,990 4 Beds | 3 Baths | 1 Half Bath | 2 Garage

About This Plan
The Normandy is the perfect choice for those seeking a spacious living environment and luxurious features. From

the open layout of the first-floor living areas to the gorgeous design of the owner's suite, you'll love living in the

Normandy. The first thing you see when you step through the door is the light and airy foyer opening to the second

floor. This dramatic entry invites you into a huge living area with the kitchen, dining room and family room all flowing

beautifully together. The centerpiece of the home is undoubtedly the kitchen. The large island adds a true wow

factor, plus there's plenty of room for entertaining! Service cabinets to the side of the fridge make a great butler's

pantry where you can stage food. The dinette creates an intimate side space, which you can accentuate with an

optional hutch featuring glass cabinets. Best of all, the living area's design allows for easy flow between the kitchen

and other rooms. You can cook and still be a part of every conversation! Right off the kitchen, you'll find the

convenient service wing with its garage entry area. A huge storage closet and an optional arrival center provide

more than enough room to store everything from winter... *Prices shown generally refer to the base house and do

not include any optional features. Photos and/or drawings of homes may show upgraded landscaping, elevations…

and optional features and may not represent the lowest-priced homes in the community.

About This Community
The Normandy is the perfect choice for those seeking a spacious living environment and luxurious features. From

the open layout of the first-floor living areas to the gorgeous design of the owner's suite, you'll love living in the

Normandy. The first thing you see when you step through the door is the light and airy foyer opening to the second

floor. This dramatic entry invites you into a huge living area with the kitchen, dining room and family room all flowing

beautifully together. The centerpiece of the home is undoubtedly the kitchen. The large island adds a true wow

factor, plus there's plenty of room for entertaining! Service cabinets to the side of the fridge make a great butler's

pantry where you can stage food. The dinette creates an intimate side space, which you can accentuate with an

optional hutch featuring glass cabinets. Best of all, the living area's design allows for easy flow between the kitchen

and other rooms. You can cook and still be a part of every conversation! Right off the kitchen, you'll find the

convenient service wing with its garage entry area. A huge storage closet and an optional arrival center provide

more than enough room to store everything from winter... *Prices shown generally refer to the base house and do

…
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